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Gold Prices around $1700 level

Gold prices on Tuesday slipped from a one-week high hit earlier in the session as the dollar and Treasury yields climbed

amid expectations for aggressive monetary policy tightening by major central banks. Focus this week will be on the

European Central Bank meeting on Thursday, where it is expected to deliver a 75-basis-point interest rate hike.Fed fund

futures are now pricing in a 73% chance of a 75-basis-point rate hike by the U.S. Federal Reserve at its Sept. 20-21 policy

meeting.

Nymex crude oil fall to 7-month low near $85

Oil prices is down by more than 6 percent last week as New COVID lockdowns in China appear to be the biggest source of

concern for crude demand, given the country’s large oil imports. The government recently extended a lockdown in the

Southwest city of Chengdu. Additionally, strength in the U.S. dollar, on growing expectations of more interest rate hikes by

the Federal Reserve, is also weighing on oil prices. A stronger dollar makes importing crude more expensive, which has a

knock-on effect on demand.

Dr Copper under pressure

Copper price is stuck in a range between 660 and 680 level from past few days. There is no momentum in the counter as

China the world biggest consumer of base metals is facing crisis back home. Real estate industry is suffering from few

months. Traders and Investors are expecting the stimulus to revive real estate industry. We expect it to trade sideway in

the month of September.

Source: Reuters
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Gold prices was down by more than 2 percent last month after it failed to sustain near the multiple resistance zone of

52500 level, as US Federal Reserve Chair Jerome Powell delivered a stern commitment to combat inflation with higher

interest rates in a policy speech at the Jackson Hole conference late last week. Powell warned strongly against

prematurely loosening policy amid data showing possible signs of peak inflation, noting that the Fed’s focus is broader

than a month or two of data and that it will continue to raise interest rate until inflation moves down closer to its 2%

target.

On weekly chart it has retested weekly support zone of 49800 level for the third time in last 4 month which also

coincides with 60 week EMA. Prices is trading around . We expect prices to trade in a range between 49800 and

52000 level for the month of September as long as 49800 is protected on weekly closing basis. On the flip side weekly

close and sustained selling below 49800 will be a bearish sign and prices may drag lower towards 49000/48400 level.

Comex gold on the other hand was volatile last month after it failed to sustain above the resistance zone of $1800 and

drifted lower down till $1680 level. It is quoting around $1711 level.. Short term trend is sideways for prices.

Gold
Monthly Report
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STOPLOSS: 48,800BUY AROUND : 50,000 CMP: 50250 TARGET: 52000/53000
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Silver cracked by more than 10 percent last month its worst decline this year. Elevated dollar index,

aggressive fed stance, industrial slowdown in China all contributed to dismal performance of Silver. It

tested the low of 51800 for the first time in 2 years.

As seen from the above chart, prices is coiling inside downward sloping channel from last 4 months. As

seen on the weekly chart prices has taken support near the lower band of the channel.

As long as 51800 level is intact on the downside we expect prices to trade in a range between 51800 and

55000 level for the month of September. Breakdown and weekly close below 51800 may drag prices lower

towards 50000/49000 level.

Silver
Monthly Report
Sept 2022

Technical View

STOP LOSS:  50,500BUY AROUND: 53000 CMP: 53,500 TARGET: 56000/57000
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Crude oil declined for third consecutive month in a row. Prices cracked by almost 9 percent last month due

to demand concerns across the globe and Covid situation in China. OPEC plus announced a daily cut of 1

lac barrel per day which failed to boost prices as the cut was very minimal compared to global demand of

100 million Bpd.

On weekly chart it is trading near the important support zone of 6800 level. Short term trend is negative as

prices at is placed below 60 and 20 week EMA and RSI is below its reference line which indicate low

momentum in prices. Overall trend is negative for Crude oil. On weekly chart it has broken the support

zone of 6800 level and has touched 6600 level which is a negative sign for prices. Weekly close below

6800 will give negative confirmation and prices may touch 5800 in coming months.

Nymex Crude oil on the other hand is trading near 7 month low i.e $85 level. Weekly close below the

mentioned level will give selling confirmation and prices may head lower towards $80 level.

Crude Oil
Monthly Report
Sept 2022

Technical View

STOP LOSS: 7400SELL  AROUND:  6800CMP: 6600 TARGET: 5800/5400
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Lead opened on a flat note and witnessed extreme volatility on either side in the month of August.

On the monthly chart the price has formed a bearish candle with a long upper shadow indicating selling

pressure as well as resistance at higher levels.

On monthly chart momentum strength indicator RSI is moving downwards and is quoting below its

reference line indicating negative bias.

The chart pattern suggests that if Lead breaks and sustains below 174 level it would witness selling which

would drag the price towards 163-158 levels. Important resistance for the month is placed at 185.

LEAD
Monthly Report
Sep 2022

Technical View

CMP: 177 SELL BELOW: 174 STOP LOSS BELOW: 185 TARGET: 163/158
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Naturalgas opened on a flatter note and buying momentum throughout the month let it close near last

month's high.

On the weekly chart the price has formed an shooting star candlestick pattern with a long upper shadow

indicating selling pressure as well as resistance at higher levels.

The price continues to move in a lower top and lower bottom formation on the weekly chart indicating

negative bias.

The chart pattern suggests that if Naturalgas breaks and sustains below 665 level it would witness selling

which would put Naturalgas price towards 600-560 levels. Important resistance for the month is placed at

720.

Natural Gas
Monthly Report
Sep 2022

Technical View

CMP: 672 SELL BELOW: 665 STOP LOSS ABOVE: 700 TARGET: 600/560
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MCX Aluminium opened on a flat note and extended selling pressure throughout the session dragged it

lower to close near the months low.

The price is moving in a Lower Top and Lower Bottom formation on the monthly chart indicating negative

bias.

Aluminium continues to remain in a downtrend in the short to medium term, so selling on rallies continues

to be our preferred strategy.

The chart pattern suggests that if Aluminium breaks and sustains below 204 level it would witness selling

which would drag It towards 190-185 levels. Important resistance for the month is placed at 230.

Aluminium
Monthly Report
Sept 2022

Technical View

CMP: 208 SELL BELOW: 204 STOP LOSS ABOVE: 212 TARGET: 190/185
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Copper prices witnessed a huge sell off last week. It was down by more than 6 percent last week and

ended the month lower by 2 percent. Recessionary concerns and possible economic slowdown due to

monetary tightening dampened base metal appeal.

On Weekly chart prices made swing low near 600 and its trading around 635 level. Prices drifted swiftly

lower once it broke the support zone of 660 level which may act as an immediate resistance for prices. On

weekly chart it is quoting below 60 and 20 day EMA which indicate that it may remain selling pressure in

the near term.

Based on above technical parameters we expect prices to trade sideways to negative in coming weeks.

Sell on rise is recommended as long as 660 level is intact on weekly closing basis for the target of 620

level. Breakout and weekly close above 660 level will negate the bearish view and price may touch 690

level.

Copper
Monthly Report
Sept 2022

Technical View

STOP LOSS: 680SELL AROUND: 660CMP: 640 TARGET: 620/600
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Zinc prices closed in green last month, but prices is down by 11 percent last week. Zinc undeformed base

metals pack.

On Weekly chart momentum indicator RSI is moving downwards and it is below the reference line

indicating negative bias. Moreover it is trading below 20 and 60 days EMA on weekly chart which is a

bearish sign for prices.

Based on the above technical setup we expect prices to trade in negative territory in the month of Sept.

Selling is recommended in the range around 300-295 level for the target of Rs 275

Zinc
Monthly Report
Sept 2022

Technical View

STOP LOSS: 312SELL  AROUND : 295-300 CMP: 283 TARGET: 275/260
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Cotton opened with a downward gap and traded with extreme volatility on either side and gained the bullish

momentum at the end of the month.

The weekly strength indicator RSI is moving downwards and is quoting below its reference line indicating

negative bias.

Cotton is trading below its 20, 50, and 60-day SMA which indicates bearishness in the short to medium

term.

The chart pattern suggests that if Cotton breaks and sustains below 40300 level it would witness selling

which would drag It towards 37500-36500 levels. Important resistance for the month is placed at 52500.

COTTON
Monthly Report
Sept 2022

Technical View

CMP: 43650 SELL BELOW: 40300 STOP LOSS : 42000 TARGET: 37500/36500
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Castor seed oil opened on a flat note and remained in a Small range throughout the month.

On the monthly chart the price has formed a Small bullish candle with either side shadows indicating

lackluster movement throughout the session.

On the weekly chart Cotton Seed is trading above 60 weekly EMA's indicating positive bias in the short

term.

The chart pattern suggests that if Cotton Seed crosses and sustains above 7400 level it would witness

buying which would push the price towards 7700-7800 levels. Important support for the month is around

7200.

CASTOR SEED 

OIL

Monthly Report
Sep 2022

Technical View

STOP LOSS: 7200BUY ABOVE: 7400CMP: 7380 TARGET: 7700/7800
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